Good morning! Hopefully all of our friends to the east are dug out and games will go on!
Screening…..here is the rule book definition…..

There are many parts to a screen and how the screen may be permitted. Hopefully we will cover a few
the next few days.
Article 5 requires that when screening a moving opponent, the screener must allow the opponent time
and distance to avoid contact by stopping or changing direction. When setting a screen in the visual field
of the player being screened, the player being screened is expected to avoid contact by going around
the screen (Article 7).
In today’s clip, a screen is set by blue on a moving player in white. He DOES allow time and distance for
the opponent to avoid contact. The opponent in this case makes contact initially and there is no foul
since the screener does nothing illegal and the opponent does not try to push through it. After initial

contact, the opponent DOES push through the still legal screener by lowering his shoulder. THIS is illegal
contact by the player being screened according to Article 8.
All this being said, screening MAY be the toughest plays we have in this great game we work. The
reason? Screens most times happen for the ball handler. The official with the ball handler in his/her
primary is focusing on the ball handler and his/her defender. The official should be moving to improve
the angle between the ball handler and his/her defender to officiate hand checks and any other possible
contact. It is very easy for a screen to be attempted on the ball handlers defender for which the official
is challenged in seeing how it was set and deciding if legal or not. In a big majority of screening plays, the
ball handler and defender as well as the screen all happens within one officials primary. This is a huge
amount to try to officiate. It takes a great deal of WORK on the officials part to get good angles between
the ball handler/defender AND potential screens. Both a two and three-person crew is very challenged
in officiating screens on the ball handler. Talk about screening in your pregame. Think about on-ball
screens when working games this week and keep it in the back of your mind that a screen may be
coming.
Take a look at today’s clip by clicking here.
Have a great game today…..three weeks remain, work each game hard!
Tim

